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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with the construction and reconfiguration analysis of a spatial mechanism composed of four
circular translation (G) joints. Two links connected by a G joint, which can be in different forms such as a planar
parallelogram, translate along a circular trajectory with respect to each other. A spatial 4G mechanism, which
is composed of four G joints, usually has 1-DOF (degree-of-freedom). Firstly, a 2-DOF spatial 4G mechanism
is constructed. Then a novel variable-DOF spatial 4G mechanism is constructed starting from the 2-DOF 4G
mechanism using the approach based on screw theory. Finally, the reconfiguration analysis is carried out in the
configuration space using dual quaternions and tools from algebraic geometry. The analysis shows that the variableDOF spatial 4G mechanism has one 2-DOF motion mode and one to two 1-DOF motion modes and reveals how
the 4G mechanism can switch among these motion modes. By removing one link from two adjacent G joints each
and two links from each of the remaining two G joints, we can obtain a queer-rectangle and a queer-parallelogram,
which are the generalization of the queer-square or derivative queer-square in the literature. The approach in this
paper can be extended to the analysis of other types of coupled mechanisms using cables and gears and multi-mode
spatial mechanisms involving G joints.
KEY WORDS Variable-DOF mechanism, reconfiguration analysis, dual quaternions, circular translation joint,
G joint
1

Introduction
In a circular translation (G) joint, one link translates along a circular trajectory with respect to another link. A G joint
could be in different forms such as planar parallelograms [1] (Fig. 1a), timing belts (Fig. 1b), spatial 6R mechanisms for
circular translation (Fig. 1c [2]) and pseudo-planar 4H parallelogram [3]. Here, R and H denote revolute and helical joints
respectively. Different symbols, such as Π [1, 4] and Pa [5], have been used to represent a circular translation joint in the
literature. Letter G is used here since it can be regarded as a combination of letters C (circular) and T (translation). The plane
of motion and radius of the circular trajectory of the G joint are denoted by Π and r respectively. The direction of translation
of one link with respect to the other link is denoted by a unit vector s, which is parallel to plane Π and varies with the motion
of the G joint. For convenience, Π, r and s of a G joint may be omitted from the kinematic diagram of a mechanism.
G joints have been used as standalone devices or as joints in different types of parallel manipulators [4–7]. Several
single-loop mechanisms involving G joints, such as the planar GGGG [8, 9], spatial GGRRRR (called queer-square [1] or
derivative queer-square [10]) and GRGR mechanisms [2], have also been proposed. G joints can also be used in coupled
mechanisms [11, 12]. Two G joints are said to be identical if the radius of circular trajectories of translation are equal.
Unlike most of variable-DOF (degree-of-freedom) mechanisms in the literature [13–17], the change of motion modes of
the variable-DOF GGRRRR mechanism [1, 10] could be realized by the change of directions of translation of G joints.
However, reconfigurable mechanisms with G joints has not been fully explored. For example, no variable-DOF spatial
mechanism composed of only G joints has been proposed so far.
This paper is to investigate the construction and reconfiguration analysis of a variable-DOF spatial 4G mechanism,
which is composed of four G joints. The mobility analysis of single-loop mechanisms is recalled in 2. In Section 3, a 2-DOF

∗ The original version of this paper was presented at the ASME 2020 International Design Engineering Technical Conferences & Computers and
Information in Engineering Conference, DETC2020-22332, August 17–19, 2020
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Fig. 1: Circular translation (G) joints in the forms of (a) parallelogram, (b) timing belt and (c) spatial 6R mechanism.
4G mechanism is constructed. The construction of a novel variable-DOF spatial 4G mechanism is given in Section 4. The
reconfiguration analysis of the novel variable-DOF 4G single-loop spatial mechanism is presented in Section 5. Finally,
conclusions are drawn.

2

Mobility analysis of single-loop mechanisms
Several formulas of DOF for mechanisms have been proposed in the literature (see [7, 18–22] for example). In this
paper, the notations in [7] will be used to facilitate the mobility analysis and type synthesis of single-loop 4G mechanisms.
The formula to calculate DOF, F , of a single-loop mechanism is [7]

F = f −C

(1)

where f and C denote, respectively, the sum of the DOF of the joints and the order of the twist system composed of all the
joint twists of the mechanism or

F = f −6+c

(2)

where c denotes the number of redundant constraints of the mechanism and is equal to the order of wrench system of the
twist system composed of all the joint twists.
Consider the serial mechanism obtained from the single-loop mechanism by cutting a link. C is equal to the number
of relative DOF between the two end-links. c is the number of independent constraints that one end-link can impose on the
other end-link through the serial mechanism.
Equation (2) was used in [7, 14] for the mobility analysis and type synthesis of single-loop mechanisms composed of
R and P (prismatic) joints. Eq. (1) will be used in this paper for the mobility analysis and type synthesis of 4G mechanisms
since C of the 4G mechanisms is easier to calculate than c.
A general spatial 4G mechanism G1 -G2 -G3 -G4 , in which not all the planes of motion (Πi , i=1,2, 3 and 4), of the four G
joints are parallel to the same plane, is shown in Fig. 2a. The directions of translation (s1 , s2 , s3 , and s4 ) of these G joints are
not parallel to the same plane. We have f = 4 and C = 3. Therefore, the number of DOF of the mechanism is

F = f −C = 4−3 = 1

(3)

The planar 4G mechanism in Fig. 2b is composed of four G joints whose planes of motion are parallel (Π1 k Π2 k Π3 k
Π4 ). The directions of translation (s1 , s2 , s3 , and s4 ) of these four G joints are parallel to a plane. We have f = 4 and C = 2.
Therefore, the number of DOF of the mechanism is

F = f −C = 4−2 = 2

(4)

The above mobility analysis of 4G mechanisms is much simpler than the methods in the literature (see [1] for instance)
where a 4G mechanism is regarded as a multi-loop mechanism composed of R joints.
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Fig. 2: Two types of 4G mechanism: (a) 1-DOF spatial 4G mechanism, and (b) 2-DOF planar 4G mechanism.
3

Construction of a 2-DOF spatial 4G mechanism
It is trivial to obtain a 2-DOF planar 4G mechanism (Fig. 2b) and a 1-DOF spatial 4G mechanism (Fig. 2a). This
section is to construct a 2-DOF spatial 4G mechanism using a construction procedure similar to those for constructing multimode single-loop mechanisms in [15, 23]. It is noted that the multi-mode mechanisms constructed in [23] have the same
DOF as each of its compositional mechanism and that the mechanism constructed in [15] has variable-DOF. As it will be
detailed later, the DOF of a 2-DOF spatial 4G mechanism constructed in this paper is equal to the sum of the DOF of its two
compositional mechanisms.
A 2-DOF spatial 4G mechanism can be constructed in three steps as follows:
Step 1 Take two 1-DOF 2G mechanisms. In each 1-DOF 2G mechanism (Fig. 3a), two G joints have identical radius of circular
trajectory of translation, parallel planes of motion, and parallel directions of translation.
Step 2 Place these two 1-DOF 2G mechanisms, G11 -G12 and G21 -G22 , in such a way that their planes of motion are not parallel
(Fig. 3b). Here, Gij denotes G joint j in 2G mechanism i.
Step 3 Disconnect all the links in the 1-DOF 2G mechanisms (Fig. 3c) and reconnect all the four G joints to construct a 2-DOF
spatial 4G mechanism G11 -G21 -G12 -G22 (Fig. 3d).
In this 4G mechanism with two pairs of identical G joints (Fig. 3d), the planes of motion of each pair of identical G
joints are parallel, and the directions of translation of each pair of identical G joints are parallel. s11 and s21 are parallel to
s12 and s22 respectively, and generally s11 is not parallel to s21 . Therefore, the directions of translation of these four G joints
are parallel to a plane. We have f = 4 and C = 2. The number of DOF of the mechanism is

F = f −C = 4−2 = 2

(5)

The above 2-DOF spatial 4G mechanism is characterized by: a) The mechanism is composed of two pairs of identical
G joints; and b) The planes of motion of each pair of identical G joints are parallel.

4

Type synthesis of variable-DOF 4G mechanisms
A variable-DOF 4G mechanism can be constructed at its transition configuration [14]. Since C is equal to 2 for a 2-DOF
spatial 4G mechanism or 3 for a 1-DOF spatial 4G mechanism, C must be 1 in a transition configuration of a variable-DOF
single-loop 4G mechanism, i.e.,

C =1

(6)

Using Eq. (1), one can obtain that the 4G mechanism has 3 instantaneous DOF in this transition configuration.
To construct variable-DOF 4G mechanisms, one can start from the 2-DOF spatial 4G mechanism (Fig. 3d) by ensuring
the mechanism to reach a configuration satisfying Eq. (6). For convenience, the four G joints G11 , G21 , G12 , G22 are renumbered
as G1 , G2 , G3 and G4 . Due to the variable direction of translation of a G joint, one can readily obtain:
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Fig. 3: Construction of a 2-DOF spatial 4G mechanism: (a) 1-DOF 2G mechanism, (b) two 1-DOF 2G mechanisms, (c)
Disconnecting links between G joints, and (d) 2-DOF spatial 4G mechanism.
A variable-DOF 4G mechanism in a transition configuration satisfies (Fig. 4a): a) The 4G mechanism is composed of
two pairs of identical G joints (G1 and G3 ; G2 and G4 ); b) The planes of motion of each pair of identical G joints are parallel;
and c) The directions of translation of all the G joints (s1 , s2 , s3 , and s4 ) are parallel.
It is observed that this 4G mechanism can have two motion modes: 2-DOF motion mode in which C = 2 (Fig. 4b) and
1-DOF motion mode in which C = 3 (Fig. 4c).
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Fig. 4: A novel variable-DOF spatial 4G mechanism in: (a) a transition configuration, (b) 2-DOF motion mode, and (c)
1-DOF motion mode.

5

Reconfiguration analysis of variable-DOF spatial 4G mechanisms
In this section, we will deal with the reconfiguration analysis of the variable-DOF spatial 4G mechanism in configuration
space. Two variable-DOF 4G mechanisms, including one with two pairs of identical G joints and another with four identical
G joints, will be discussed in detail.
To facilitate the reconfiguration analysis of the 4G mechanism, a G joint can be represented by a coupled RR kinematic
chain, which is composed of two R joints with parallel axes (Fig. 5) and satisfies the following coupling constraint (Eq. (7)):

θi + θi+1 = 2π

(7)

eI(θi +θi+1 ) = eI(2π)

(8)

i.e.,
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Fig. 5: Equivalent coupled RR chain of a circular translation joint.
where I is the imaginary unit.
Let ui = eIθi . Equation (8) can be turned into a polynomial equation as
ui ui+1 − 1 = 0

(9)

Then, the 4G mechanism can be regarded as a coupled 8R mechanism. The coupled RR chains 8-1, 2-3, 4-5 and 6-7
correspond to the four G joints. In a single-loop mechanism composed of n R joints numbered from 1 to n in sequence, the
n links of the mechanism are also numbered from 1 to n with joints i and (i + 1) located on link i (1, 2, · · · n). The D-H
(Denavit-Hartenberg) link parameters of the coupled 8R mechanism can be readily obtained at the transition configuration
as follows (Fig. 6):

Z6

Z7
X5

d7
α7
X8

X4
d3

X2 d1 L
2
α1

X1

Z5

L4

α3

L8
Z1

d5X6

L6

X7

Z8

α5

Z2

Z4
X3

Z3

Fig. 6: Link parameters of a variable-DOF 4G mechanism.

d2 = d4 = d6 = d8 = 0, d5 = d1 , d7 = d3 ,
L1 + L3 + L5 + L7 = 0, L6 = L2 , L8 = L4 ,
α2 = α4 = α6 = α8 = 0, α5 = α1 , and α3 = α7 = π − α1 .
The coupling constraint equations of the coupled 8R mechanism are:

θ8 + θ1 = 2π



θ2 + θ3 = 2π
θ4 + θ5 = 2π



θ6 + θ7 = 2π
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or

u8 u1 − 1 = 0



u2 u3 − 1 = 0
u4 u5 − 1 = 0



u6 u7 − 1 = 0

(11)

The set of kinematic equations of the 4G mechanism is composed of the kinematic loop equation of the single-loop 8R
mechanism and the coupling constraint equations (Eq. (11)) of the coupled 8R mechanism.The kinematic loop equations of
single-loop 8R mechanisms can be formulated based on dual quaternions and the natural exponential function substitution
[17, 24].
For convenience, the notations from [17, 24] are given below. S(∗) and C(∗) represent sin(∗) and cos(∗) respectively.
The dual quaternions corresponding to no motion, translation along Xi -axis by Li , translation along Zi -axis by di , rotation
about Xi -axis by αi , rotation about Zi -axis by θi are [17, 24]
QE = 1
QTranXi = 1 + ε(Li /2)i
QTranZi = 1 + ε(di /2)k
QRotXi = C(α
 i /2) + S(αi /2)i
(1 + ui ) + (1 − ui )Ik if joint i is an R joint
Q̃RotZi =
C(θi /2) + S(θi /2)k if joint i is a P joint
The product of dual quaternions satisfies the following rules:
ε 6= 0
ε2 = 0
i2 = j2 = k2 = ijk = −1
ij = k = −ji
jk = i = −kj
ki = j = −ik
5.1

Variable-DOF spatial 4G mechanism with two pairs of identical G joints
The link parameters of an example variable-DOF spatial 4G mechanism with two pairs of identical G joints are:
d2 = d4 = d6 = d8 = 0, d5 = d1 = d7 = d3 − 1,
L1 = L3 = −1, L5 = L7 = 1, L6 = L2 = 2, L8 = L4 = 3,
α2 = α4 = α6 = α8 = 0, α5 = α1 = α3 = α7 = π/2.
5.1.1 Motion mode analysis
The kinematic loop equation of the coupled 8R mechanism associated with the variable-DOF 4G mechanism with two
pairs of identical G joints is [17, 24]
8

∏(Q̃RotZi QTranZi QTranXi QRotXi )
i=1

= 256(u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 u7 u8 )1/2 QE

(12)

Taking the second, third, fourth, sixth, seventh and eighth scalar equations of Eq. (12) and simplifying these equations by
dividing them with certain constants, we obtain the following set of kinematic loop equations.

e1 (u1 , u2 , · · · u8 ) = 0




e2 (u1 , u2 , · · · u8 ) = 0



e3 (u1 , u2 , · · · u8 ) = 0
g1 (u1 , u2 , · · · u8 ) = 0




g2 (u1 , u2 , · · · u8 ) = 0



g3 (u1 , u2 , · · · u8 ) = 0
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where
e1 = u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 u7 +u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 u7 u8 +u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 −u1 u2 u3 u6 u7 −u1 u4 u5 u6 u7 −u2 u3 u4 u5 u8 −u2 u3 u6 u7 u8 +u4 u5 u6 u7 u8 +
u1 u2 u3 − u1 u4 u5 − u1 u6 u7 − u2 u3 u8 − u4 u5 u8 + u6 u7 u8 + u1 + u8 ,
···
g3 = 3u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 u7 +2u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 u8 +2u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u7 u8 +3u1 u2 u3 u4 u6 u7 u8 +3u1 u2 u3 u5 u6 u7 u8 +2u1 u2 u4 u5 u6 u7 u8 +
2u1 u3 u4 u5 u6 u7 u8 −3u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 u7 u8 +4u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u8 −4u1 u4 u5 u6 u7 u8 +3u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 +3u1 u2 u3 u4 u8 −3u1 u2 u3 u5 u8 −3u1 u2 u3 u6 u7 −
2u1 u2 u3 u6 u8 + 2u1 u2 u3 u7 u8 − 2u1 u2 u4 u5 u8 + 2u1 u2 u6 u7 u8 − 2u1 u3 u4 u5 u8 − 2u1 u3 u6 u7 u8 − 3u1 u4 u5 u6 u7 − 2u1 u4 u5 u6 u8 −
2u1 u4 u5 u7 u8 − 3u1 u4 u6 u7 u8 + 3u1 u5 u6 u7 u8 − 2u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 + 2u2 u3 u4 u5 u7 + 3u2 u3 u4 u5 u8 + 3u2 u3 u4 u6 u7 + 3u2 u3 u5 u6 u7 +
3u2 u3 u6 u7 u8 +2u2 u4 u5 u6 u7 −2u3 u4 u5 u6 u7 −3u4 u5 u6 u7 u8 +3u1 u2 u3 +2u1 u2 u8 −2u1 u3 u8 −3u1 u4 u5 −3u1 u4 u8 −3u1 u5 u8 −
3u1 u6 u7 −2u1 u6 u8 +2u1 u7 u8 −3u2 u3 u4 +3u2 u3 u5 +2u2 u3 u6 +2u2 u3 u7 +3u2 u3 u8 +2u2 u4 u5 +2u2 u6 u7 −2u3 u4 u5 +2u3 u6 u7 −
2u4 u5 u6 + 2u4 u5 u7 + 3u4 u5 u8 + 3u4 u6 u7 − 3u5 u6 u7 − 3u6 u7 u8 + 4u2 u3 − 4u6 u7 + 3u1 − 2u2 − 2u3 − 3u4 − 3u5 − 2u6 − 2u7 −
3u8 +I(−4u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 u7 u8 +2u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u8 +2u1 u2 u3 u6 u7 u8 +2u1 u4 u5 u6 u7 u8 −2u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 u7 −2u1 u8 +2u2 u3 +2u4 u5 +
2u6 u7 − 4).
To remove the extraneous solutions with ui = 0, one can introduce
u1 u2 · · · u8 v − 1 = 0

(14)

and then eliminate v from the set of equations composed of Eqs. (11), (13) and (14) [17, 24, 25]. We have
hi (u1 , u2 , · · · u8 ) = 0 i = 1, 2, · · · 8

(15)

where
h1 = 3u1 + 2u3 + 3u4 + 2u6 , h2 = u2 − u3 − u6 + u7 , h3 = 2u3 + 3u5 + 2u6 + 3u8 , h4 = u2 u3 − 1, h5 = u4 u5 − 1, h6 =
−4u2 u6 − 2u23 − 3u3 u4 − 3u3 u5 − 3u4 u6 − 3u5 u6 + 2u26 − 4, h7 = 2u2 u6 + 2u23 + 3u3 u4 + 3u3 u5 + 2u3 u6 + 3u4 u6 + 3u5 u6 + 2,
and h8 = 2u22 u6 + 3u2 u4 u6 + 3u2 u5 u6 + 2u2 + 2u3 + 3u4 + 3u5 + 2u6 .
Let J =< h1 , h2 , · · · , h8 > denote the ideal composed of the eight polynomials associated with Eq. (15). Calculating the
prime decomposition of J using computer algebra system software such as Maple, Singular or Magma, we have

J=

2
\

Jj

(16)

j=1

where the irreducible components, J j , of J are:
J1 =< u1 + u4 , u6 + u3 , u7 + u2 , u8 + u5 , u2 u3 − 1, u4 u5 − 1 >
J2 =< −u2 + u6 , −u3 + u7 , −u4 + u8 , 3u1 + 2u2 + 2u3 + 3u4 , 2u2 + 2u3 + 3u4 + 3u5 , u2 u3 − 1, 2u23 u4 + 3u3 u24 + 3u3 +
2u4 , 2u2 u4 + 2u3 u4 + 3u24 + 3 >
Since the Hilbert dimension of J1 is 2 while J2 is of dimension 1, we obtain two sets of positive-dimension solutions.
Motion mode 1 (2-DOF motion mode). The 2-dimensional vanishing set V (J1 ) of J1 leads to


 u1 + u4 = 0



 u6 + u3 = 0

u7 + u2 = 0
 u8 + u5 = 0



 u2 u3 − 1 = 0


u4 u5 − 1 = 0

(17)


θ4 = 180◦ + θ1




θ6 = 180◦ + θ3



θ7 = 180◦ + θ2
θ8 = 180◦ + θ5




θ3 = −θ2



θ5 = −θ4

(18)

i.e.,
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(c)
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(d)

(f)
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Fig. 7: Motion modes of the variable-DOF 4G mechanism with two pairs of identical G joints: (a) Motion mode 1 (2-DOF
motion mode), (b) Transition configuration I; (c) Transition configuration II; (d) Transition configuration III; (e) Transition
configuration IV; (f) Motion mode 2 (1-DOF motion mode): Circuit I, and (g) Motion mode 2 (1-DOF motion mode): Circuit
II.
Equation (18) shows that the motion mode associated with V (J1 ) is a 2-DOF motion mode, which is called motion
mode 1 (Fig. 7(a)).
If R joints 1 and 2 are selected as actuated joints, the input-output equation of this 4G mechanism in motion mode 1 can
be obtained using Eq. (18) as

θ4 = 180◦ + θ1




θ8 = −θ1



θ5 = −θ4 = −180◦ − θ1
θ7 = 180◦ + θ2




θ6 = −θ7 = −180◦ − θ2



θ3 = −θ2

(19)

Motion mode 2 (1-DOF motion mode). The 1-dimensional vanishing set of V (J2 ) of J2 leads to

−u2 + u6 = 0




−u3 + u7 = 0



−u4 + u8 = 0
u2 u3 − 1 = 0



2 u + 3u u2 + 3u + 2u = 0

2u

4
3 4
3
4

 3
···
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Table 1: Transition configurations, I and II, between motion modes 1 and 2 of the variable-DOF 4G mechanism with two
pairs of identical G joints.
No
I
II
III
IV

θ1
-90◦
90◦
90◦
90◦

θ2
-90◦
-90◦
90◦
90◦

θ3
90◦
90◦
-90◦
-90◦

θ4
90◦
-90◦
90◦
-90◦

θ5
-90◦
90◦
-90◦
90◦

θ6
-90◦
-90◦
90◦
90◦

θ7
90◦
90◦
-90◦
-90◦

θ8
90◦
-90◦
90◦
-90◦

i.e.,

θ6 = θ2




θ7 = θ3



θ8 = θ4
θ3 = −θ2




3Cθ

4 + 2Cθ3 = 0


···

(21)

Equation (21) shows that the motion mode associated with V (J2 ) is a 1-DOF motion mode (Figs. 7(f) and 7(g)), which
is called motion mode 2.

III

IV
Circuit II

Circuit I
I

II

Fig. 8: Two circuits in motion mode 2.

The θ4 -θ3 plot in motion mode 2 is shown in Fig. 8. It can be observed from this figure that there are two circuits, circuit
I and II, in this motion mode.
In summary, the variable-DOF 4G mechanism with two pairs of identical G joints has two motion modes, including a
2-DOF motion mode (motion mode 1) and a 1-DOF motion mode (motion mode 2). There are two circuits in motion mode
2.
5.1.2 Transition configuration analysis
The transition configurations between two motion modes are configurations common to both the motion modes. Solving
the equations associated with motion mode 1 (2-DOF motion mode) [see Eq. (17) or (19)] and motion mode 2 (1-DOF) [see
Eq. (20) or (21)] of the variable-DOF 4G mechanism, we obtain four transition configurations between motion modes 1 and
2 (Table 1). These four transition configurations are shown in Figs. 7(b), 7(c), 7(d) and 7(e) respectively.
In summary, the variable-DOF spatial 4G mechanism with two pairs of identical G joints can switch between its 2-DOF
mode and each circuit in the 1-DOF motion mode through two transition configurations (Figs. 7 and 8). For clarity, solid and
hollow arrows are pointed to motion modes and transition configurations respectively in Fig. 7. Using the method in Section
2, one can obtain that the instantaneous DOF of the 4G mechanism is 3 in these transition configurations.
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5.2

Reconfiguration of a variable-DOF spatial 4G mechanism with four identical G joints
The link parameters of an example variable-DOF spatial 4G mechanism with four identical G joints are:
d2 = d4 = d6 = d8 = 0, d5 = d1 = d7 = d3 = −1,
L1 = L3 = −1, L5 = L7 = 1, L6 = L2 = L8 = L4 = 2,
α2 = α4 = α6 = α8 = 0, α5 = α1 = α3 = α7 = π/2.
Following the procedure as Section 5.1, we obtain that the variable-DOF spatial 4G mechanism with four identical G
joints has three motion modes and six transition configurations.
The three motion modes of the variable-DOF spatial 4G mechanism are:
Motion mode 1 (2-DOF motion mode). In motion mode 1 (Fig. 9(a)), we have

◦

 θ4 = 180◦ + θ1



 θ7 = 180◦ + θ2

θ6 = 180 + θ3
θ8 = 180◦ − θ4




θ8 = 180◦ + θ5



θ7 = −θ6

(22)

If R joints 1 and 2 are selected as actuated joints, the input-output equation of this 4G mechanism in motion mode 1 can
be obtained from Eq.(22) as

θ4 = 180◦ + θ1




θ8 = −θ1



θ5 = −θ4 = −180◦ − θ1
θ7 = 180◦ + θ2




θ6 = −θ7 = −180◦ − θ2



θ3 = −θ2

(23)

Motion mode 2 (1-DOF motion mode). In motion mode 2 (Fig. 9(f)), we have

θ6 = 180◦ + θ1




θ6 = θ2




 θ8 = 180◦ + θ3
θ8 = θ4


θ6 = 180◦ + θ5




θ8 = 180◦ − θ6



θ8 = 180◦ + θ7

(24)

If R joint 1 is selected as an actuated joint, the input-output equation of this 4G mechanism in motion mode 2 can be
obtained by from Eq.(24) as

θ2 = θ6 = 180◦ + θ1



θ4 = θ8 = −θ1
 θ5 = θ1


θ3 = θ7 = −180◦ − θ1

(25)

Motion mode 3 (1-DOF motion mode). In motion mode 3 (Fig. 9(h)), we have

θ7 = 180◦ + θ1




θ8 = 180◦ + θ2




 θ7 = θ3
θ8 = θ4


θ7 = 180◦ + θ5




θ8 = 180◦ + θ6



θ8 = 180◦ − θ7
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(g)
(f)

(h)

(i)
Fig. 9: Reconfiguration of the variable-DOF 4G mechanism with four identical G joints: (a) Motion mode 1 (2-DOF motion
mode), (b) Transition configuration I; (c) Transition configuration II; (d) Transition configuration III; (e) Transition configuration IV; (f) Motion mode 2 (1-DOF motion mode), (g) Transition configuration V; (h) Motion mode 3 (1-DOF motion
mode), and (i) Transition configuration VI.
If R joint 1 is selected as an actuated joint, the input-output equation of this 4G mechanism in motion mode 3 can be obtained
from Eq.(26) as

θ3 = θ7 = 180◦ + θ1



θ4 = θ8 = −θ1
θ

5 = θ1


θ2 = θ6 = −180◦ − θ1

(27)

The θ2 -θ1 plot of the 4G mechanism in motion modes 2 and 3 is shown in Fig. 10.
The six transition configurations, including I and II between motion modes 1 and 2, III and IV between motion modes 1
and 3 as well as V and VI between motion modes 2 and 3, are given in Tables 2–4 and shown in Figs. 9(b), 9(c), 9(d), 9(e),
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VI

IV
I

V

III
II

Fig. 10: θ2 -θ1 plot of the variable-DOF 4G mechanism in motion modes 2 and 3.
Table 2: Transition configurations, I and II, between motion modes 1 and 2 of the variable-DOF 4G mechanism with four
identical G joints.
No
I
II

θ1
-90◦
90◦

θ2
90◦
-90◦

θ3
-90◦
90◦

θ4
90◦
-90◦

θ5
-90◦
90◦

θ6
90◦
-90◦

θ7
-90◦
90◦

θ8
90◦
-90◦

Table 3: Transition configurations, III and IV, between motion modes 1 and 3 of the variable-DOF 4G mechanism with four
identical G joints.
No
III
IV

θ1
-90◦
90◦

θ2
-90◦
90◦

θ3
90◦
-90◦

θ4
90◦
-90◦

θ5
-90◦
90◦

θ6
-90◦
90◦

θ7
90◦
-90◦

θ8
90◦
-90◦

Table 4: Transition configurations, V and VI, between motion modes 2 and 3 of the variable-DOF 4G mechanism with four
identical G joints.
No
V
VI

θ1
180
0◦

θ2
0◦
180◦

θ3
0◦
180◦

θ4
180◦
0◦

θ5
180◦
0◦

θ6
0◦
180◦

θ7
0◦
180◦

θ8
180◦
0◦

9(g), and 9(i) respectively.
The above analysis shows that the variable-DOF spatial 4G mechanism with four identical G joints can switch between
its 2-DOF motion mode and each 1-DOF motion mode through two transition configurations, which have 3 instantaneous
DOF, and between its two 1-DOF motion modes through one transition configuration, which have 2 instantaneous DOF
(Figs. 9 and 10).
5.3

Discussion
Although a variable-DOF spatial 4G mechanism with two pairs of identical G joints has different number of motion
modes from a variable-DOF spatial 4G mechanism with four identical G joints, they have the same set of input-output
equations in the 2-DOF motion mode in the configuration space [see Eqs.(19) and (23)].
By removing several RR links from the G joints in the variable-DOF 4G mechanism (Fig. 4(a)), we can obtain a number
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of variable-DOF mechanisms which may have more motion modes than the variable-DOF 4G mechanism. For example,
by removing one RR link from two adjacent G joints each and two RR links from each of the remaining two G joints, we
can obtain a queer-rectangle and a queer-parallelogram, which are the generalization of the queer-square [1] or derivative
queer-square [10, 26]. By further replacing one R joint with a spherical joint in a queer-parallelogram, we can obtain the
generalization of the variable-DOF mechanism proposed in [27] by using the Bohemian dome.

6

Conclusions
A 2-DOF spatial 4G mechanism and a variable-DOF spatial 4G mechanism have been proposed. The reconfiguration
analysis of the novel variable-DOF spatial mechanism with two pairs of identical G joints has shown that it has two motion
modes, including a 2-DOF motion mode and a 1-DOF motion mode, and can transit between these two motion modes
through four transition configurations. A variable-DOF spatial mechanism with four identical G joints has three motion
modes, including a 2-DOF motion mode and two 1-DOF motion modes, and can transit between each pair of motion modes
through two transition configurations.
The work further developed the construction method for the type synthesis of single-loop multi-mode mechanisms
[14, 15, 23] and is being extended to the type synthesis and reconfiguration analysis of other multi-mode spatial mechanisms
involving G joints and coupled mechanisms.
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List of table captions
Table 1 Transition configurations, I and II, between motion modes 1 and 2 of the variable-DOF 4G mechanism with two
pairs of identical G joints.
Table 2 Transition configurations, I and II, between motion modes 1 and 2 of the variable-DOF 4G mechanism with four
identical G joints.
Table 3 Transition configurations, III and IV, between motion modes 1 and 3 of the variable-DOF 4G mechanism with four
identical G joints.
Table 4 Transition configurations, V and VI, between motion modes 2 and 3 of the variable-DOF 4G mechanism with four
identical G joints.
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List of figure captions
Fig. 1 Circular translation (G) joints in the forms of (a) parallelogram, (b) timing belt and (c) spatial 6R mechanism.
Fig. 2 Two types of 4G mechanism: (a) 1-DOF spatial 4G mechanism, and (b) 2-DOF planar 4G mechanism.
Fig. 3 Construction of a 2-DOF spatial 4G mechanism: (a) 1-DOF 2G mechanism, (b) two 1-DOF 2G mechanisms, (c)
Disconnecting links between G joints, and (d) 2-DOF spatial 4G mechanism.
Fig. 4 A novel variable-DOF spatial 4G mechanism in: (a) a transition configuration, (b) 2-DOF motion mode, and (c)
1-DOF motion mode.
Fig. 5 Equivalent coupled RR chain of a circular translation joint.
Fig. 6 Link parameters of a variable-DOF 4G mechanism.
Fig. 7 Motion modes of the variable-DOF 4G mechanism with two pairs of identical G joints: (a) Motion mode 1 (2-DOF
motion mode), (b) Transition configuration I; (c) Transition configuration II; (d) Transition configuration III; (e) Transition
configuration IV; (f) Motion mode 2 (1-DOF motion mode): Circuit I, and (g) Motion mode 2 (1-DOF motion mode): Circuit
II.
Fig. 8 Two circuits in motion mode 2.
Fig. 9 Reconfiguration of the variable-DOF 4G mechanism with four identical G joints: (a) Motion mode 1 (2-DOF motion
mode), (b) Transition configuration I; (c) Transition configuration II; (d) Transition configuration III; (e) Transition configuration IV; (f) Motion mode 2 (1-DOF motion mode), (g) Transition configuration V; (h) Motion mode 3 (1-DOF motion
mode), and (i) Transition configuration VI.
Fig. 10 θ2 -θ1 plot of the variable-DOF 4G mechanism in motion modes 2 and 3.
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